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Supplementary Materials and Methods
(a) Culture conditions
Freshwater medium (1/5-diluted Bold's Basal Medium [1] adding 10 mg L-1 Na2SiO3⋅9H2O,
20 µg L-1 Vitamin B12, 1 µg L-1 biotin, and 10 µg L-1 thiamine) was used for a preservation
stock maintained at 20 °C with a 16/8-h light/dark cycle with a light intensity of
approximately 30 µmol photons⋅m-2⋅s-1 in 1.5-mL tubes, to prevent cell division as much as
possible. For the experiment, the preservation stock was reactivated by transfer to new
freshwater medium at 25 °C under continuous illumination with a light intensity of
approximately 100 µmol photons⋅m-2⋅s-1 until reaching the mid- to late-log growth phase.
Then, the diatoms were cultivated again under the same conditions until reaching the mid-log
growth phase and used for the experiment.
(b) The valve labelling, treatment and observation
The isolated cell was transferred to a well, filled with freshwater or 50% seawater. The
seawater was prepared by dissolution of 10.8 g L-1 Daigo artificial seawater (Wako Pure
Chemical Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan) into the freshwater medium. Labelling the offspring
valves was conducted by adding 400nM fluorescent probe (LysoTrackerTM HCK-123 yellow;
Molecular Probes, Life Technologies, CA, USA) to the medium within the well plate. The
fluorescent probe is taken up only during valve formation [2]. Thus, the two parent valves
were not labelled, but the two newly formed offspring valves within a well were labelled. The
cells were harvested after completion of the first cell division in the plate. The harvested two
offspring cells within a well were transferred onto a cover slide using an attenuated Pasteur
pipette. To segregate each valve from a cell, the cells were treated with sodium hypochlorite
under a microscope, rinsed several times with distilled water, and a droplet with 4 valve pairs
(consisting of two parent and two offspring valves) was sealed by an adhesive flame
(Frame-Seal incubation chambers, 25-µm capacity; MJ Research Inc., Waltham, MA, USA).
Acquisitions of phase-contrast images for valve morphology and the presence or absence of
the fluorescence probe uptake (Electronic Supplementary Material Fig.S1a, b) were
performed using a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope (Nikon, Japan) with a 100× phase-contrast
objective and micromanager software (http://micro-manager.org/).
(c) Measurement of valve morphology
Measurements of the central area diameter and cell diameter were performed using the
distance measurement function of ImageJ software [3]. To reduce measurement error, the
central area diameter and cell diameters were measured twice for each valve in transverse and
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longitudinal direction on the images, and the two measurement results were averaged. The
data were excluded for cells in which precise measurements of the trains could not be
obtained because the valves were tilted against a horizontal plane. The number of CTFP and
striae were counted manually.
(d) Cytoplasmic heritability analysis
For the linear regression analysis, the regression fit was checked by quantile-quantile plots of
the regression residuals, and based on the residuals vs. fits and Cock distance plots.
Diatom morphological traits could be affected by cell diameter [4]. Therefore, we
investigated whether the cell traits (CTFP number, striae number, central area diameter) are
dependent on cell diameter before conducting the parent–offspring heritability analysis. We
confirmed there were no correlations with parent cell diameter in any of the traits except for
the CTFP number in freshwater (Table S1). Therefore, to investigate the heritability in CTFP
number while accounting for cell diameter, we conducted general linear model (GLM)
analysis using offspring CTFP number as the dependent variable, and parent CTFP number
and cell diameter as the independent variables.
(e) Analysis of phenotypic plasticity and similarity of sibling valves
For analysis of phenotypic plasticity, the trait mean difference between the parent valves in a
freshwater environment and the offspring valves in a seawater environment was compared
with the Student’s t-test. As the parent and offspring valve traits for CTFP and striae numbers,
the sum of the trait values of the two valves was used, whereas the average of the two valves
was used for central area diameter and cell diameter. For the Student’s t-test, normality of the
data was evaluated with the Shapiro-Wilks test, and homogeneity of the variance between
groups was evaluated using the F test. The data for CTFP number violated the assumption of
normality. Therefore, the mean difference was analysed using the non-parametric the
Brunner-Munzel test instead of the parametric Student’s t-test.
To investigate whether simultaneously formed sibling cells had more similar traits
than would be observed in randomly chosen pairs, we performed the bootstrap method. The
trait value difference between the randomly chosen pair was derived from the population of
shuffled observed valves (step 1). Subsequently, the random sampling was duplicated for the
observed pair number (step 2), then the mean difference between pairs was calculated (step 3),
and the steps from 1 to 3 were repeated 10,000 times. The following null hypothesis was
tested against one-sided alternative hypothesis at the 5% significance level: the null
hypothesis is that the observed mean difference between actual sibling valves follows the
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mean distribution of the randomly chosen pair difference between valves. In comparison, the
one-sided alternative hypothesis is that the trait difference between sibling cells tends to be
smaller than that of randomly chosen pairs. The percentile rank of the observed mean within
the mean distribution of the randomly chosen pair was used to determine the p-value.
(f) The model of evolutionary dynamics for cell structural traits
The decrement of VCI (variance of the cytoplasmic inheritance component) and VP
(phenotypic variance) in response to truncation selection [6, 5] is expressed based on the
normal distribution theory and the correlation between variances,
𝑘 = 𝑖(𝑖 − 𝑥),

(S1)

𝑉!∗ ! = (1 − 𝑘)𝑉![!] ,

(S2)

∗
!
𝑉!"
! = (1 − ℎ 𝑘)𝑉!" ! .

(S3)

Where x indicates the corresponding deviation of the truncation point from the population
mean. 𝑉![!] and 𝑉!∗ ! indicate the phenotypic variance of a parent before and after selection,
∗
respectively. 𝑉!" ! and 𝑉!"
! indicate the cytoplasmic inherited variance of a parent before

and after selection, respectively. ℎ! indicates the heritability of a parent before selection. Eq.
(S2) indicates that the phenotypic variance of selected parents follows the variance of a
truncated normal distribution [6, 5], therefore the phenotypic variance is reduced by the factor
k. Eq. (S3) is the calculation of the variance decrement of the cytoplasmic inherited variance,
as same calculation method of decrement of additive variance in [6, 5]. The proportion of h2
of the cytoplasmic inherited variance is affected by phenotypic variance change. Therefore, in
comparison with 𝑉![!] , the proportion h2 of the cytoplasmic inherited variance is reduced by
the factor k.
We calculate the variance of phenotypic and cytoplasmic inheritance of offspring
from selected parents using eq. (S2) and (S3). We assumed that the cytoplasmic inheritance
factors are constant (no mutation) over the time of interest, and that the offspring inherits it
via asexual reproduction. Therefore, the variance of the cytoplasmic inheritance factor of
offspring, 𝑉!" !!! , is same as eq. (S3),
𝑉!" !!! = (1 − ℎ! 𝑘)𝑉!" ! .

(S4)

The phenotypic variance of offspring, 𝑉! !!! , is calculated based on the decrement of the
variance of cytoplasmic inheritance factor in eq. (S4). Namely, in comparison with 𝑉!"[!] , the
proportion of h2 of the phenotypic variance is reduced by the factor ℎ! 𝑘, the equation is
denoted by
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𝑉! !!! = (1 − ℎ! 𝑘)𝑉![!] .

(S5)

Then, the phenotypic variance of the offspring cell, 𝑉!"#$$ !!! of PRI and CRI is denoted by
∗
equation (2.6) in main text, using 𝑉!∗ ! , 𝑉!"
! , 𝑉! !!! derived from equation (S2), (S3),

(S5), respectively.
For parameter sensitivity analysis, the difference of mean phenotypic value between
the PRI and CRI conditions was calculated, changing the initial VP, h2, and the proportion
selected p. The relationship between p and selection intensity i is
!

𝑖 = !.

(S6)

where z is a value of probability density on a point of truncation. As default parameter values,
the initial mean cell trait value (𝑥) = 100, (VP) = 40, heritability (h2) = 0.3, selection intensity
(i) = 0.8, and the proportion selected (p) = 0.5.

Supplementary Results
(a) Phase-contrast and fluorescence images of the valves
Phase-contrast and fluorescence images of the valves are shown in Fig. S1.
(b) Cytoplasmic heritability analysis
Before conducting the parent–offspring regression analysis, we confirmed that none of the
offspring cell traits were correlated with parent cell diameter, except for CTFP number in the
valves formed in freshwater (see Table S1). Therefore, to investigate the heritability of CTFP
number while accounting for cell diameter.
(c) Phenotypic plasticity in response to salinity change
To investigate the phenotypic plasticity on these traits, we compared the trait values between
parent and offspring valves. We initially confirmed that the fluorescent probe had no direct
effect on cell morphology: there was no difference in the cell trait values on the offspring
valves with the fluorescent probe and those of the parent valves under freshwater (Fig. 1b of
main text, Fig. S2a-d, Table S2). Next, comparison of the parent valves in freshwater and the
offspring valves in a seawater environment (Fig. 1c of main text) showed a significant
difference in the number of CTFPs (Fig. S2e), but no difference in the other traits (Fig. S2f–h,
Table S2).
(d) The similarity of sibling valve traits
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In the freshwater environment (Fig. 1b of main text), the difference in the trait value between
the two simultaneously formed sibling valves was significantly smaller than that observed
between random valve pairs, with respect to striae number, central area diameter, and cell
diameter (Table S3). However, with respect to CTFP number, there was no difference in trait
values between the sibling valves and randomly chosen pairs (Table S3). Considering the
parent valves under freshwater and the offspring valves under seawater (Fig. 1c of main text),
the trait difference between sibling valves was significantly smaller than that between random
pairs for central area diameter and cell diameter, but not for the numbers of CTFP and striae
(Table S3).
(e) The parameter sensitivity analysis for the model of evolutionary dynamics
As the hangover ratio of the parental structure c increased, the mean reversion ratio (the
difference between the population mean of the selected parent and that of the offspring)
decreased (Fig. S3a).
Under the assumption that VP and VCI did not decrease after selection, the
phenotypic mean of the PRI system was always higher than that of the CRI system during
selection (Fig. S3b).
Under the assumption of variance decrement, the change of variance, heritability
and the parameter sensitivity were shown. In the PRI system, both VP and VCI decreased faster
than the CRI system (Fig. S3c). The heritability of the CRI system was decreased during
selection, on the other hand, the heritability of the PRI system increased and was saturated at
h2=1 (Fig. S3d). Increasing the proportion selected (p) decreased the advantage of the
phenotypic mean of the PRI during early selection (Fig. S3e). When the initial phenotypic
variance of a cell (VP) increased, the degree of superiority of the phenotypic mean of the PRI
system increased in early generations (<20) (Fig. S3f).
(f) Proof for the difference in increased mean trait value and that of variance decrease
between PRI and CRI
In the model, we showed that the rate of increase of the mean trait value of PRI was faster
than that of CRI in early evolution (Fig 3b). We verified the difference in the increment of the
mean trait value between PRI and CRI as shown below.
If the △ 𝑥 of PRI minus that of CRI is a positive value (> 0), △ 𝑥 of PRI is larger
than that of CRI, indicating that evolution of PRI is faster than that of CRI. △ 𝑥 indicates the
expected relationship between the parent and offspring cell trait values. Using equation (2.5)
in the main text, we calculated the △ 𝑥 of PRI and CRI (c = 0 in CRI and c = 0.5 in PRI) as
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!

△ 𝑥!"# = ! (𝑆 + 𝑅).

(S7)

△ 𝑥!"# = 𝑅.

(S8)

where R and S indicate the response to selection and selection differential, respectively. We
considered the first selection, as it is easy to compare the difference between PRI and CRI,
because S and ℎ! of PRI and CRI had the same initial value.
Based on the equations (S7), (S8) and (2.3) in the main text,
!

△ 𝑥!"# −△ 𝑥!"# = ! 𝑆(1 − ℎ! ).

(S9)

Here, S > 0 and 0 ≤ ℎ! ≤ 1.
∴ △ 𝑥!"# −△ 𝑥!"# > 0.

(ℎ! ≠ 1.)

Therefore, the equation (S9) gave a positive value (> 0), and we showed that the △ 𝑥 of PRI
was larger than that of CRI, indicating that the evolution of PRI was faster than that of CRI.
Similarly, we showed the difference in the variance decrease between PRI and CRI
as shown below. PRI and CRI had the same initial phenotypic variance, 𝑉![!] . Therefore, if
the variance of PRI after selection 𝑉!"#$$ !!! _!"# was lower than that of CRI 𝑉!"#$$ !!! _!"# ,
the variance decrease in PRI was larger than that of CRI. Using the equation (2.6) in main text,
the variance in PRI and CRI after selection were
𝑉!"#$$ !!! _!"# = 𝑉

!
!

!

𝑃∗! + ! 𝑃 !!! .

(S10)

𝑉!"#$$ !!! _!"# = 𝑉 𝑃 !!! .

(S11)

From the equations (S2), (S3), (S5) and (2.1), we calculated the relationship between the
variance of PRI and CRI after selection,
!

𝑉!"#$$ !!! _!"# − 𝑉!"#$$ !!! _!"# = 𝑉![!] ! (𝑘 + 2 + ℎ! 𝑘)(ℎ! − 1)<0. (ℎ! ≠ 1.) (S12)
∵ 𝑉![!] > 0, 0 ≤ ℎ! ≤ 1, 𝑘 > 0.
Therefore, the variance decrease in PRI was larger than that of CRI.
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Figure captions
Figure S1. The valve of Cyclotella meneghiniana.
(a) Phase-contrast images for the valve. (b) The fluorescence images of the valve with (the
offspring valve: right) or without (the parent valve: left) uptake of the fluorescence probe
(HCK-123). Scale bar is 10 µm.
Figure S2. Comparison of cell traits in the parent and offspring valves for phenotypic
plasticity analysis.
(a–d) Parent and offspring valve traits in freshwater (FW). (a) CTFP number, (b) striae
number, (c) central area diameter, and (d) cell diameter. (e–h) Cell traits of the parent valve
formed in freshwater (FW) and of the offspring valves formed in seawater (SW). (e) CTFP
number, (f) striae number, (g) central area diameter, and (h) cell diameter. *** indicates
statistical significance (p < 0.0001).
Figure S3. The parameter sensitivity and variance decrement of the evolutionary
dynamics model.
As default parameter values, the initial mean cell trait value 𝑥= 100, the phenotypic variance
(VP) = 40, heritability (h2) = 0.3, and the proportion selected (p) = 0.5. (a) The relationship
between c and the mean reversion ratio (the difference between the population mean of the
selected parent and that of the offspring). c represents the hangover ratio of the parental
structure. (b) The mean phenotypic trait values under different conditions of c, the partial
renewal inheritance system (PRI [c = 0.5]: solid lines) and the complete renewal inheritance
system (CRI [c = 0]: dotted lines) in the assumption that VP and VCI (variance of the
cytoplasmic inheritance component) did not decrease after selection. (c-f) Under the
assumption of variance decrement, the change of variance, heritability and the parameter
sensitivity. (c) The variance decrement during selection at default parameter values. The solid
black line indicates the trajectory of VP in the PRI system, the solid red line is VCI in the PRI
system, the dotted black line is VP in the CRI system, and the dotted red line is VCI in the CRI
system. (d) The change in heritability during selection at default parameter values, (PRI: solid
lines, CRI: dotted lines). (e) The parameter sensitivity of the superiority of the PRI condition
for the initial p value. (f) The parameter sensitivity of the superiority of the PRI system’s for
VP. The degree of superiority of the PRI system compared to the CRI system was determined
by the difference in the mean phenotypic variance value (𝑥!"# − 𝑥!"# ), parameter values are
set to default except for VP.
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Table S1. Regression analysis of offspring trait values on parent cell diameter.
* indicates statistical significance at the 5% significance level. FW indicates both valves
formed in freshwater, SW indicates parent valve formed in freshwater and offspring valve
formed in seawater.

Trait

Environment

Slope

R2

p value

of offspring
CTFP number

Striae number

Central area

FW

-1.4249

0.1959

0.0208 *

SW

1.2166

0.0980

0.2210

FW

1.1230

0.0272

0.4112

SW

-0.3863

0.0017

0.8743

FW

0.1085

0.0121

0.5846

SW

0.4988

0.1329

0.1500
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Table S2. Statistical information for phenotypic plasticity on valve traits.
Amount of statistic indicates t value (the analysis for striae number, central area and cell
diameter), Brunner-Munzel test statistic (for CTFP). * indicates statistical significance at the
5% significance level. d.f. indicates degrees of freedom. FW and SW indicate the valves were
formed under freshwater and seawater respectively.
Trait

CTFP number
Striae number
Central area
Cell diameter

Environment

Amount

d.f.

N pairs

p value

of offspring

of statistic

FW

1.8032

59

32

0.0765

SW

-7.6781

40

21

<0.0001*

FW

1.9117

58

30

0.0609

SW

0.9054

36

19

0.3713

FW

-1.9496

52

27

0.0566

SW

-2.0392

32

17

0.0498

FW

0.5907

52

27

0.5573

SW

0.5379

32

17

0.5943
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Table S3. The similarity analysis of sibling cell traits.
FW and SW indicate the valves were formed under freshwater and seawater respectively. *
indicates statistical significance at the 5% significance level, s.e indicates the standard error.
Trait

CTFP number

Striae number

Central area

Cell diameter

Environment

Mean of

95% CI of

actual sister pair traits

distribution of mean

subtraction

of random pair traits

±s.e.

subtractions

p value

FW

0.72±0.14

0.97±0.28

0.0584

SW

1.52±0.31

1.43±0.48

0.6966

FW

1.43±0.26

2.15±0.58

0.0079*

SW

2.21±0.50

2.76±0.87

0.1274

FW

0.38±0.05

0.59±0.15

0.0030*

SW

0.42±0.10

0.71±0.24

0.0069*

FW

0.39±0.08

0.64±0.17

0.0005*

SW

0.42±0.08

0.65±0.21

0.0143*
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(a)

(b)

Figure S1. The valve of Cyclotella meneghiniana.

Fig. S1(Shirokawa & Shimada)

(a) Phase-contrast images for the valve. (b) The fluorescence images of the valve with (the
offspring valve: right) or without (the parent valve: left) uptake of the fluorescence probe
(HCK-123). Scale bar is 10 µm.
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Figure S2. Comparison of cell traits in the parent and offspring valves for phenotypic
plasticity analysis.
(a–d) Parent and offspring valve traits in freshwater (FW). (a) CTFP number, (b) striae
number, (c) central area diameter, and (d) cell diameter. (e–h) Cell traits of the parent valve
formed in freshwater (FW) and of the offspring valves formed in seawater (SW). (e) CTFP
number, (f) striae number, (g) central area diameter, and (h) cell diameter. *** indicates
statistical significance (p < 0.0001).
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Figure S3. The parameter sensitivity and variance decrement of the evolutionary
dynamics model.
As default parameter values, the initial mean cell trait value 𝑥= 100, the phenotypic variance
(VP) = 40, heritability (h2) = 0.3, and the proportion selected (p) = 0.5. (a) The relationship
between c and the mean reversion ratio (the difference between the population mean of the
selected parent and that of the offspring). c represents the hangover ratio of the parental
structure. (b) The mean phenotypic trait values under different conditions of c, the partial
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renewal inheritance system (PRI [c = 0.5]: solid lines) and the complete renewal inheritance
system (CRI [c = 0]: dotted lines) in the assumption that VP and VCI (variance of the
cytoplasmic inheritance component) did not decrease after selection. (c-f) Under the
assumption of variance decrement, the change of variance, heritability and the parameter
sensitivity. (c) The variance decrement during selection at default parameter values. The solid
black line indicates the trajectory of VP in the PRI system, the solid red line is VCI in the PRI
system, the dotted black line is VP in the CRI system, and the dotted red line is VCI in the CRI
system. (d) The change in heritability during selection at default parameter values, (PRI: solid
lines, CRI: dotted lines). (e) The parameter sensitivity of the superiority of the PRI condition
for the initial p value. (f) The parameter sensitivity of the superiority of the PRI system’s for
VP. The degree of superiority of the PRI system compared to the CRI system was determined
by the difference in the mean phenotypic variance value (𝑥!"# − 𝑥!"# ), parameter values are
set to default except for VP.
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